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Engineers India Ltd

Result Highlights

 In 2QFY15, EIL received only INR130cr of orders vs INR385cr LY. Backlog at end of the quarter was INR3445cr - 2x

TTM revenues. Order inflow in the current year was guided to be strong at INR2300cr in 1QFY16, but current run-rate

makes 2H requirement a tall order. These numbers are based on projects planned by PSUs where cashflows have

now improved, but order finalizations are still pending.

 Revenues grew by 15% as both divisions saw revenues grow in the 14-16% range.

 Other income is down yoy despite cash and equivalents having gone up due to lower interest rates. C&CE is now at

INR80/share - almost 40% of Market-cap.

Shares O/s (cr) 33.7

52-W H/L Range (INR) 280/158

1/6/12m Rel. Perf. (%) -1/7/-24

Market Cap. (INR cr) 6242

Market Cap. (US$ m) 949
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Valuation and view

 Oil economics to improve:  MOSL expects under-recovery in O&G to drop sharply and this should help curb fiscal

deficit as well as improve financials (especially cashflows) of Indian Oil PSUs. These Oil PSUs are large clients for

EIL and improvement in cashflows should allow for larger reinvestment and hence orders for EIL. EIL expects works

of the order of INR1500cr for refinery upgradation - totalling upto INR25,000-30,000cr.

 Strong order backlog, large order inflows likely: Order inflow has seen pick-up in FY15. Large orders on the

refinery front are likely to be awarded for completion of the 2012-2017 5 year plan target leading to almost INR5000-

8000cr of consultancy orders and INR15000-20000cr of EPC orders for EIL. EIL, also, stands to gain from consultancy

orders on any water related projects that may come under the River Interlinking Project.

 Valuations & Views: Investors should be ready for a period of underperformance until order inflows drive the stock

again. We recommend to Accumulate the stock from a 1Yr+ perspective.
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YEAR Sales RPAT A.EPS EPS PE P/BV EV/EBITDA Div yld ROE ROCE

END (INRCr) (INRCr)  (INRCr) Gr.(%) (X) (X) (X) (%) (%)  (%)

FY14A 1,846 483 14.3 -24 12.9 2.5 6.1  3.5  20.0  28.9

FY15A 1,713 308 9.1 -36 20.2 2.4 8.9  3.8  12.1  18.2

FY16E 1,690 361 10.7 17 17.3 2.4 8.1  4.3  14.0  19.8

Ravi Shenoy (ravi.shenoy@MotilalOswal.com); Tel: +91 22 30896865

INR Cr. QE Sep-14QE Jun-15QE Sep-15 % y/y % q/q

Revenue 391 391 451 15% 15%

Expenditure 383 362 397 4% 10%

OP 8 28 54 573% 89%

Other Income 84 69 60 -28% -12%

Interest 0 0 0

Depreciation 4 9 5 47% -39%

Profit before tax 88 88 109 23% 23%

Tax 30 32 39 33% 24%

RPAT 59 57 69 18% 22%

OP (%) 2.0 7.3 11.9

Tax rate (%) 33.5 35.9 36.2

Consultancy 220 225 256 16% 14%

Turnkey 170 165 194 14% 18%

Consultancy 56 42 67 19% 61%

Turnkey -20.0 6.3 7.1 N.A. N.A
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